
 

 

 

 

Management This Summer? 
 
For the majority summer will –  
 
• Be at least 2 – 3 weeks later than normal. 
• With little or no reserve stocks of silage/straw. 
• With breeding stock in poorer condition and growing stock leaner/lighter than targeted. 
• Annual grass yields are also likely to be lower than normal due to the shorter growing season, unless 

we have a very open autumn. 
 
Points To Consider For The Coming Summer 
 
1. The top priority must be to give grazing stock as much high quality grass as possible.  Keeping 

young lambs and calves alive and plenty of milk on their mothers means they must have access to 
the very best fields, some of which might have originally been intended for silage etc. 

 
2. Autumn calvers.  Will this be a good year to wean autumn born calves at turnout so their dry mothers 

can be grazed on the worst fields or hill?  The young calves would need to go onto good grazing and, 
unless it was clean grazing eg first year grass, they would need to be protected against worms, 
including lungworm.  The dry cows can then be used to graze the poorer pastures and later in the 
season grass which has got away from other stock. 

 
3. Why not start paddock grazing one group of stock?  Experience suggests the better control of grass 

from using paddocks can provide stock with approaching 30% more grass compared with set 
stocking. 

 
4. Consider starting to creep feed lambs/calves earlier than normal to make up for the slow start a late 

spring will give them.   
 
5. Consider taking some or all homegrown cereals as cracked wholecrop for forage next winter.  

Harvested about 3 weeks earlier than for a conventional harvest it will make a good entry for a catch 
crop, preferably one which regrows after being grazed in early winter. 

 
6. At a slack time (if you ever have one) invest in making water supplies frost free (a single, completely 

isolated header tank leading directly into drinking troughs just 1 – 2 inches above the floor of the 
trough).  Repair all broken gutters to avoid water getting into the bedding and, where appropriate 
build scraped feed stances. 

 
7. For suckler herds, take time to discuss the best time for selling calves and whether it is really 

sensible for you to finish them yourselves.  The same debate is also worthwhile for sheep. 
 
8. Have at the back of your mind the possible need to wean ewes/cows earlier than normal to help 

improve their condition. 
 
9. The late spring will almost certainly increase barren cow numbers in early spring calving herds.  Do 

not try and counter this by extending the mating period.  Rather, book the scanner now for 5 weeks 
after the bull is removed and plan to finish all barren animals ASAP. 
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This article is from SAC’s monthly publication Sheep & Beef News.  If you would like more information or 
to subscribe please contact Val Angus on 01835 823322 or val.angus@sac.co.uk 

 


